Abstract -Pulse Sequence Analysis (PSA) was carried on PD data from electrical trees grown in flexible epoxy resins. The samples used for the electrical tree experiments were conditioned in environments with different relative humidities in the range 15-100% prior to the electrical tests with the corresponding moisture content in the samples between 0.1 and 6.9%. The electrical treeing experiments were carried out at different temperatures in the range 20-70°C. The details of PD dynamics during the electrical tree growth have been found to change significantly with temperature and absorbed moisture. In this paper, it is shown that PSA could be successfully used to discriminate between PD data from electrical trees with different shapes and runaway tree growth.
I. INTRODUCTION
Electrical treeing is an electrical degradation mechanism in polymeric insulation, which eventually leads to breakdown [1] . The tree shapes are important factors in determining the time to breakdown, with structures possessing a lower fractal dimension crossing the insulation faster than those with higher fractal dimension when the applied voltage is the same. It has been found that the tree shapes in epoxy resins above the glass transition temperature, i.e. when the resin is in a flexible state, are influenced by temperature and moisture content, with increases in either leading to tree structures with lower fractal dimension and faster growth. These changes have been attributed to the effect of temperature and moisture in increasing the bulk charge transport in the samples [2] . Since tree growth is driven by partial discharge (PD) activity even in the case of trees where some of the tube walls become conducting [3] it is reasonable to seek a diagnostic of the changes brought about by increased temperature and moisture content in a PD analysis. In particular we are seeking an analysis that emphasises the effect that discharge-deposited charge, and its removal into the bulk, has upon the tube discharges. For this reason we chose the Pulse Sequence Analysis (PSA) rather than using the conventional ϕ-q-N distribution, which is a statistical description of PD in which information about the influence of deposited charge upon the discharge sequence is lost. In PSA the PD events are regarded as a time series in which a strong correlation exists between consecutive events [4] . The basic assumption is that the electrical charges deposited by one discharge remains in the vicinity of the discharging tube and modify the electric field. In this way the ignition conditions for the subsequent discharge are affected and so they are not independent events i.e. some correlation exists. In the following we apply the PSA to PD data obtained in a range of treeing conditions and show that it is able to discriminate between PD's in trees of different fractal dimension up to and including runaway tree growth.
II. EXPERIMENTAL
The samples used had pin-plane geometry, with the distance between the pin and the plane being 2±0.5 mm. Tungsten carbide pins having a shank diameter of 1 mm and pin-tip radius of 3 µm were cast in CY1311 epoxy resin slab samples of size 20mm by 50mm by 5mm. The samples were stored in sealed containers with a controlled relative humidity. All samples were tested electrically 10-12 weeks after their manufacture. The electrical treeing experiments were performed under an ac voltage of 13.5 kV rms, 50 Hz. The PD amplitudes measured during the tree growth were in the range of 10 pC to 10 nC depending on the length of the electrical tree channels. Throughout each experiment, phase resolved partial discharge activity recorded by a storage oscilloscope was saved for a subsequent analysis. The PD data acquisition time was 1s and data acquisition was repeated every 10 seconds. Hence each partial discharge record consisted of phase and amplitude data for every individual partial discharge over a time period of one second. Concurrently with the acquisition of partial discharge data, images of the emitted light due to the partial discharges and back illuminated images of the electrical tree were recorded on a regular basis. The experiments were performed at selected temperatures in the range 20-70°C and with the moisture content in the samples between 0.1 and 6.9%. The treeing cell temperature was controlled using cartridge heaters and a temperature controller and the cell was thermally insulated with polystyrene casing so that a constant temperature was maintained during the tests. Since the glass transition temperature of the resin is 0 o C, all treeing experiments were performed above the T g of the resin. Table I and Table II give the average number of discharges per second and the average discharge magnitudes, respectively, during the entire tree growth for each experimental condition. In the cases where breakdown had occurred immediately, no PD data were collected. At low temperature and low moisture conditions the average values of both discharge rates and magnitudes are of the same order of 978-1-4577-0986-9/11/$26.00 ©2011 Crown magnitude and can be considered as typical values characterizing the PD activity during the electrical treeing growth. However, the average PD magnitudes decrease at high values of temperature and/or humidity, while the corresponding number of PDs per second increases significantly. Under the same conditions, the corresponding tree growth times are very short and indicate a runaway process [5] . Hence, the PD rates can be used as an indicator for the changes in electrical tree structures up to runaway. 
III. RESULTS

IV. DISCUSSION
The differential ratio ࢤu/ࢤt was chosen as a characteristic parameter for the PSA analysis of the PD data. A typical return map of ࢤu/ࢤt is shown in Fig. 1 . Random data would fill the plane uniformly however the plot shows six regions of clustering, which are arbitrarily labeled with numerals 1 to 6. Clusters 1 and 4 are comprised of more data points than the others and are oriented approximately along the 45° line shown in the plots. In Fig. 1 clusters 2 and 5 are aligned parallel to the horizontal axis. Cluster 3 and 6 appear equally distant from the 45° line shown in the Fig. 1 . The same number of clusters exhibiting a similar orientation has been found for electrical tree growth in polyethylene [8] . The similarity of the plots obtained from electrical trees in different materials and their consistency from one data set to another suggests that ࢤu/ࢤt return maps such as the one shown in Fig. 1 represent the basic dynamics of the PD activity resulting from the electrical treeing process.
A relationship has been found between the cluster numbers, their orientation and the phase of PD occurrence with respect to the applied ac voltage. Clusters 1 and 4 are related to the time (phase) differences between the consecutive discharges that comprise the negative or positive polarity PD distributions respectively, while clusters 2, 3, 5 and 6 occur as a result of the transition between the two distributions. The trajectory, followed by the consecutive differential ratios ࢤu n /ࢤt n is shown in Fig. 1 . The correspondence of the clusters to the conventional -q-N plot is also shown. If the first discharge occurs during the positive half cycle of the applied voltage, the consecutive discharges take place in a region where the applied voltage increases almost linearly and ࢤu n /ࢤt n is positive, since ࢤt n is always greater than zero. Hence, the consecutive ratios ࢤu n /ࢤt n belong to Cluster 1 until the last discharge on the positive half-cycle takes place. The next discharge will take place either at the negative half-cycle or if a sufficiently large amount of space charge is deposited by the last positive discharge then the following negative discharge can take place even before the polarity reversal of the applied voltage, i.e. (<180°). The ratio ࢤu n /ࢤt n becomes less than zero and the pair ࢤu n /ࢤt n <0, ࢤu n-1 /ࢤt n-1 >0 forms Cluster 2. The following discharges occur on the negative half-cycle of the applied voltage and the ratio ࢤu n /ࢤ n remains negative until the last negative discharge takes place. Since ࢤt n-1 (between the last positive and the first negative discharge) is always much greater than ࢤt n , the ratio ࢤu n-1 /ࢤt n-1 is always smaller than ࢤu n /ࢤt n and Cluster 3 is formed in this way. The following succession of negative discharges gives rise to Cluster 4. By analogy, the formation of Clusters 5 and 6 can be explained with the transition from negative to positive PDs.
Examples of PSA return maps and -q-N plots obtained at different levels of absorbed moisture and temperature are shown in Fig.2 . The images of the final tree structures from which the PD data were recorded, are also given in Fig. 2 . At low moisture and temperature levels, the PSA return maps show significant scatter. An example is given in Fig. 2a from a sample with mass uptake 0.1% and ambient temperature 20°C. Increasing the temperature and/or moisture decreased the data scatter and the clusters appeared more aligned. Examples are shown in Fig. 2b and d. At even higher levels of absorbed moisture and/or ambient temperature quite distinctive ࢤu/ࢤt patterns have been obtained, which were associated with a runaway regime of tree formation [5] rather than the typical slowing down of electrical treeing [1] . Examples of PSA return maps in the case of tree runaway are shown in Fig. 2c and 2e. In these cases the breakdown of the sample occurred in less than 30 sec and the PD record for 1s acquisition contained a very high number of PDs, i.e. more than 10000 with magnitudes less than 200 pC. The resultant PSA return maps are significantly different to the plots characterizing typical electrical tree growth. Using the notation of Fig. 1 Clusters 1 and 4 appear aligned and in parallel with the 45° line and the remaining clusters are significantly smaller than for the typical decelerating tree case and with less scatter.
The -q-N plots also show a change with increasing temperature and moisture. The phase windows in which PDs take place shift and at high temperature and/or moisture the PDs occur in phase with the applied voltage. Another important difference is the occurrence of discharges after the positive and negative peaks of the applied voltage.
It has been found in [6, 7] that in the case of high temperature and/or moisture content in the samples, the effective bulk conductivity of the epoxy resins increases significantly. Thus, the charge deposited by the PD activity can be effectively removed by the increased bulk conductivity reducing its effect upon the field modification at the channel tips and moving the discharge generated electric field enhancement farther inside the material. Thus, the negative feedback due to the deposited space charge is eliminated and the electrical tree growth is favored in the pin-plane direction, resulting in faster growing trees with smaller fractal dimensions. This is reflected in the phase resolved partial discharge measurements with PDs occurring after the voltage peaks. The number of discharges also becomes greater as the deposited space charge decays away within a small fraction of one half cycle of the applied voltage.
Increasing the conductivity of the material also has an impact on the observed PSA return map. An increased conductivity causes the sequence of PDs to become more coherent with time, i.e. increasing the bulk conductivity of the material increases the causal dependence of the time and voltage of occurrence of successive partial discharges as indicated by the reduced scatter of the six clusters.
IV. CONCLUSIONS
A relationship between the -q-N and PSA return maps has been demonstrated. The PSA method can be used to differentiate between electrical trees of different shapes and indicates the onset of runaway tree growth. The ࢤu/ࢤt return plots present a good visualization technique and can be used for PD-based diagnostics of the electrical insulation. An advantage of the PSA representation is that information about the PD magnitudes is not required in the data analysis, while the information about the time evolution behavior of the structure is preserved.
